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Ship Classification in TerraSAR-X Images With
Convolutional Neural Networks
Carlos Bentes, Member, IEEE, Domenico Velotto, Member, IEEE, and Björn Tings

Abstract—Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an important instrument for oceanographic observations, providing detailed information of oceans’ surface and artificial floating structures. Due to
advances in SAR technology and deployment of new SAR satellites,
an increasing amount of data is available, and the development of
efficient classification systems based on deep learning is possible.
A deep neural network has improved the state of the art in classification tasks of optical images, but its use in SAR classification
problems has been less exploited. In this paper, a full workflow for
SAR maritime targets detection and classification on TerraSAR-X
high-resolution image is presented, and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) recently proposed in the literature are cross evaluated on a common data set composed of five maritime classes,
namely, cargo, tanker, windmill, platform, and harbor structure.
Based on experiments and tests, a multiple input resolution CNN
model is proposed and its performance is evaluated. Our results
indicate that CNNs are efficient models to perform maritime target classification in SAR images, and the combination of different
input resolutions in the CNN model improves its ability to derive
features, increasing the overall classification score.
Index Terms—Neural networks, object detection, synthetic aperture radar.

I. INTRODUCTION
ETECTION of metallic targets and estimation of environmental metocean parameters in oceanographic synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) images have helped to deal with a large variety of applications, such as ocean pollution monitoring, natural
oil slick detection, ship detection for illegal fishing monitoring,
and disaster risk assessment [1]–[5].
The SAR system is widely recognized as a key monitoring
tool since it is capable of providing on a large scale detailed
information of the ocean surface as well as man-made floating structures [6]. Some, but not limited to, man-made floating
structures are ships and oil platforms, which are typically responsible for a larger radar backscatter energy compared with
the surrounding sea surface. Targets can be detected using variations of the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) algorithm [7]–[9].
Moreover, SAR data contain much more information than signal
amplitude. In fact, the signal phase recorded by the sensor can
be exploited to generate multiple azimuth synthetic apertures in
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which the ocean clutter will become decorrelated and the ships
become easily detectable [10], [11]. The recent generation of
SAR satellites, e.g., RADARSAT-2, TerraSAR-X, etc., is capable of sending and receiving signals with different polarization,
i.e., PolSAR, hence providing even greater information about
the observed scene, allowing tailored polarimetric ship detectors
to outperform the standard CFAR [12], [13]. Nevertheless, none
of the aforementioned detectors is capable of distinguishing between different types of objects, and an additional classification
step is needed to perform detection-label associations.
Many researchers have approached the detection-label association issue in SAR images by employing the concept of a
neural network (NN). This powerful tool has been available
for many years and a limited list of SAR maritime applications
solved with this method can be found in [14]–[17] and references
therein. In these cases, a shallow NN architecture (consisting of
one input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer) has been
adopted, with the additional extraction of handcrafted features,
e.g., object intensity, contour, area, texture, etc.
Recent advances in NN mathematical formulation and computation optimization have made it possible to train deep architectures in an efficient way [18]–[20], boosting the use of deep
neural networks (DNNs) in image classification problems.
DNNs are able to learn complex representations from the raw
input data, without the need of handcrafted features. Since satellite’s SAR image visual interpretation and understanding is not
straightforward even for humans, the application of DNN techniques to SAR classification problems has been limited, or at
least less exploited compared to the optical image classification problems. In [21], a DNN architecture is used to perform
land cover classification using spaceborne high-resolution SAR
images. In [22], a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is
applied to the problem of terrestrial target classification using
airborne SAR data.
Our initial results and tests in the use of DNN for classification
of SAR maritime targets were shown in [23], and an application
of convolutional networks to distinguish between ships and icebergs was presented in [24]. To the best of our knowledge, the
results in [23] and [24] were the first showing the capabilities
of DNN architectures for SAR maritime applications with the
focus on ship classification.
In this paper, a full workflow for SAR maritime targets detection and classification on TerraSAR-X high-resolution data is
presented. The developed algorithm ingests a SAR ground range
detected product and provides in output five classes of maritime
targets: cargo ship, tanker ship, windmill, platform, and harbor
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Fig. 1. Target classification pipeline. Targets are detected and extracted from SAR images using CFAR. A log-transformation and segmentation is applied to
normalize the input images, and a CNN model is used to predict the target label.

structure. The choice of these five classes is motivated by the
following facts.
1) Among the ship types, we have selected cargo and tanker
because these represent the majority of ship types worldwide and are the most difficult to discriminate when it
comes to SAR classification [25].
2) Among other maritime targets, we have selected windmill
and oil platform structures because with the increase of
offshore wind energy production and deep water oil/gas
extraction, the number of these structures is increasing and
an updated chart with their exact location is not available.
3) Last but not the least, we have included the class
harbor structure since with the economic growth of
port economy new structures are being built, but are
not included in medium-resolution worldwide landmask
databases.
The focus of this paper is the exploitation of CNN techniques
to solve the classification problem at hand, while the detection
itself is kept simple and based on standard CFAR algorithm.
Note that CNN could be used to directly detect each class of
target of interest without the a priori CFAR detections, but in
our opinion the scalability and adaptation of this approach to
other SAR sensors is limited. For this reason, this paper deals
with the direct training of the CNNs based on the extracted
patches of SAR images relative to the five classes of targets.
The data set is composed of real targets extracted from a large
set of X-band StripMap SAR images, covering different incidence angles, sea state conditions, and target orientations. The
corresponding ground truth has been obtained exploiting different sources, as, for example, automatic identification system
(AIS) to identify cargo and tanker ships, offshore rigs historical
database to identify platforms, and nautical charts to identify
harbor and windmill structures.
In summary, the major contributions of this research are as
follows.
1) The performance of our initial CNN model proposed in
[23], hereafter CNN-A, is improved by adding a nonlinear
data normalization function in preprocessing.
2) A baseline classifier based on principal component analyses (PCA) and support vector machine (SVM) is developed and used as a comparison measure.
3) CNN-A and three additional CNN models recently proposed in the literature, CNN-B [26], CNN-C [27] and
CNN-D [28], are cross evaluated on the same data set and
compared with the PCA+SVM baseline classifier.
4) Based on several experiments and tests performed to investigate the effects of the input SAR image resolution
on the CNN model performance, a final multiple input

resolution CNN model (CNN-MR) is proposed and its
performance is evaluated.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
overview of the implemented workflow and its building blocks.
Section III describes the classification data set characteristics,
formation, and augmentation. In Section IV, the achieved classification performance of the baseline classifier, i.e., PCA+SVM,
is first introduced, followed by analyses of the capabilities of
the five considered CNNs to solve the problems at hand. Finally,
Section V presents our conclusions and future work directions.
II. SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR MARITIME TARGETS
CLASSIFICATION WORKFLOW
The overall architecture of the classification system is presented in Fig. 1.
It is composed of two main building blocks (i.e., target detection and extraction, and classification model), where the initial
input is a TerraSAR-X high-resolution SAR ground range detected product, and the output is the predicted label for each
target extracted. The details of each building block are provided
in Sections II-A and II-B.
A. Target Detection and Extraction
The SAR input image is first calibrated to sigma zero (σ0 )
and processed to detect all targets and obtain their centroids in
image coordinates. A full description of the detection process
is out of the scope of this paper. The general working idea of
the CFAR algorithm applied to SAR data to detect ships can
be found in [29], while the TerraSAR-X adapted CFAR version
and parametrization is fully described in [7] and the accuracy
and methodology on the ship shape and geographical features
extraction in [30]. For all detected targets, a region of interest
IROI is extracted from the targets centroid position.
The size of every IROI is fixed to 128 × 128 pixels, with a
fixed pixel spacing of 2.5 m. This corresponds to a region of
320 × 320 m around the target’s centroid, and corresponds to a
compromise between the expected target size and the minimum
distance between targets.
The choice of having a fixed 2.5-m pixel spacing is imposed
by two factors. 1) In this way, we take into account the slightly
different pixel spacing TerraSAR-X data provided for the different StripMap beams (between 1.25 and 1.75 m). 2) With finer
pixel spacing, the SAR chip size containing the targets of interest becomes too big and this will affect the computation and
time cost during the training.
If more than one target is present inside the IROI chip, a simple
image processing procedure is designed to mask out all possible
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Fig. 3. MPL architecture. The input image of size a × b is vectorized (row
by row) and connected to the input layer I of the network. This illustrative
architecture contains two hidden layers H and an output layer O that maps the
internal network function to a total of K output classes.

Fig. 2. Target extraction example. (a) Original target and cluttered intensity
image. (b) Binary mask after image segmentation and binary morphological
operations. (c) Final segmented IROI showing the target extraction results, where
the background clutter is removed. (d) IROI containing multiple targets. (e)
Binary mask. (f) Final segmented IROI containing the extracted target. Although
multiple targets were detected in the intermediate mask, only the central target
is preserved.

extra targets (or part of them). Please note that this process
applied during the target extraction procedure is of paramount
importance. It mitigates the influence of both the presence of
additional target and clutter surrounding the target of interest
centered in IROI .
Fig. 2 illustrates the target extraction process. The detected
target is centralized in the IROI chip [see Fig. 2(a)]. The IROI chip
is segmented and a foreground target indicator binary mask is
generated [see Fig. 2(b)] using an adaptive threshold [29]. This
binary mask is adjusted using morphological operations of opening and dilation. The size of the morphological kernel is defined
empirically to 3 × 3 pixels, taking into account the quality of
the final extracted targets. Alternatively, the morphological kernel size could be considered as a hyperparameter and chosen
to minimize the classification error using the training data set
[30]. Finally, the obtained binary mask [see Fig. 2(b)] is used to
extract the signal of the target of interest centered in IROI [see
Fig. 2(c)], removing outliers.
Fig. 2(d) illustrates the case where more than one target (part
of other windmills structures) is present inside the IROI chip. All
regions are detected using a region-growing labeling process,
and only the target in the central region is preserved. Similar to
Fig. 2(c), Fig. 2(f) shows that the sea clutter has been removed
as well as the signal of the extra targets, while the signal of the
target of interest is kept.
Due to the high dynamic range of SAR images, an intensity
normalization step is needed to ensure that the backscatter intensity associated with all the different classes of target is scaled
within the same range. The following nonlinear normalization
function was applied to every IROI pixel [24]
N (σ0 ) =
where


L(σ0 ) =

L(σ0 )
max L(σ0 )

1 + log σ0 ,
σ0 ,

if σ0 > 1
if σ0 ≤ 1

(1)

(2)

Fig. 4. CNN architecture. The image of size a × b is connected to the convolutional layer of dimensions m × n × d. The layer of size m × n contains the
output of the filter kernel. Each layer d is downsampled with a max-pooling operation, resulting in a output field of size r × s. The output of the convolutional
layers is an internal feature representation C with dimension c = r · s · d.

B. Classification Models
The first and intuitive DNN architecture is the multilayer
perceptron (MLP) [31], composed of one input layer I followed
by sequential fully connected hidden layers H and one output
layer with dimension equal to the number of output classes, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.
In this paper, MLP models are not considered and further
details on the performances of this type of DNNs for maritime
targets classification in SAR images at varying the number of
layers and neurons can be found in [23].
The CNN model uses the same basic neuron unit used in the
MLP, but the connections between neurons inside the network
are optimized to work with images, taking into account the
correlation between neighboring pixels.
CNNs are powerful image features extractors, and therefore
have been used in many image classification problems, as shown
in [19], [32], and [33].
Fig. 4 presents the typical architecture of a CNN, where for
graphical simplicity only one general convolution layer that
extracts d features maps of size m × n, and one pooling layer
that reduces the size of each d features map to r × s is shown.
An input image of size a × b is connected to a set of input
neurons preserving the 2-D arrangement. These connections
define an observation region over the image, and act as a filter
window (also known as receptive field).
The filter window (i.e., the blue kernel in Fig. 4) moves along
the image, forming a 2-D feature map that corresponds to a
image-filter convolution. The result is an NN layer that captures
spatially invariant features.
Each convolutional layer is typically followed by a pooling
layer to reduce the amount of parameters inside the network
and avoid overfitting. In this paper, a max-pooling layer is used,
where the output of the pooling operation is defined as the
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TABLE I
NETWORK PARAMETERS
Layer

CNN-A [23]

CNN-B [26]

CNN-C [27]

CNN-D [28]

1

Input (128 × 128)

Input (128 × 128)

Input (128 × 128)

Input (128 × 128)

2

Conv. 32@(2 × 2) - ReLU

Conv. 96@(3 × 3) - ReLU

Conv. 16@(5 × 5) - ReLU

Conv. 18@(9 × 9)

3

Conv. 32@(2 × 2) - ReLU

Conv. 96@(3 × 3) - ReLU

Max Pooling (2 × 2)

Max Pooling (6 × 6)

4

Max Pooling (2 × 2)

Max Pooling (2 × 2)

Conv. 32@(5 × 5) - ReLU

Conv. 36@(5 × 5)

5

Conv. 64@(2 × 2)

Conv.256@(3 × 3) - ReLU

Max Pooling (2 × 2)

Max Pooling (4 × 4)
Conv. 120@(4 × 4)

6

Conv. 64@(2 × 2)

Max Pooling (2 × 2)

Conv. 64@(6 × 6) - ReLU

7

Max Pooling (2 × 2)

Dense (1000) - Sigmoid

Max Pooling (2 × 2)

Dense (120)

8

Dense (256) - Sigmoid

Output (5) - Softmax

Conv. 128@(5 × 5)- ReLU

Output (5) - Softmax

9

Output (5) - Softmax

–

Conv. 10@(3 × 3)

–

10

–

–

Output (5) - Softmax

–

maximum activation value inside the pooling kernel window.
It is common practice to add a dense fully connected layer to
the last convolution or pooling layer. The neurons output of the
dense layer represents scores which, in turn, are converted to
the probability of belonging to each designed class by the final
output layer, using a softmax operation [33].
This paper considers four different CNN models and their
original architectures to solve the classification problem at hand:
CNN-A, from our previous work presented in [23]; CNN-B, by
Ding et al., presented in [26]; CNN-C, by Chen et al., presented
in [27]; and CNN-D, by Wilmanski et al., presented in [28].
Table I summarizes the architectures and network parameters
of the four CNNs selected. As can be seen, the CNNs have
different shapes, i.e., number of layers up to ten (see CNNC), and are characterized by a diversity of networks settings,
e.g., convolutional kernel size, number of convolutional filters,
pooling size, etc., but they all share the same input and output
size.
The proposed CNN-MR takes into account the effect of the
input SAR image resolution on the CNN model performance,
and uses different resolution versions of the same IROI in a threechannel input. The channels are organized as follows: Channel
A is connected to the original IROI with resolution of 3[m];
Channel B is connected to an IROI with resolution of 12[m];
and Channel C is connected to an IROI version with 24[m] resolution. The different resolutions are obtained by increasing
the number of looks while keeping the pixel spacing fixed at
2.5[m] (and therefore all input channels have the same size of
128 × 128 pixels). The three-channel input contains different
levels of feature details and speckle noise, and the combination of all channels allows the network to produce better feature
representations.
The CNN-MR architecture is depicted in Fig. 5.
III. CLASSIFICATION DATA SET
The classification data set is composed of target samples extracted from TerraSAR-X, multilook ground range detected
images. A total of 75 StripMap images were used. The

Fig. 5. CNN-MR model. This convolutional network with multiresolution
input is designed to improve feature extraction from different representations
of the input image. Channel A is connected to the original 3-m resolution
image, channel B to the 12-m resolution, and channel C to the 24-m resolution. All channels have a fixed pixel spacing of 2.5-m and image size of
128 × 128.
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Example of target classes: (a) cargo; (b) windmill; (c) tanker, (d) harbor; (e) oil platform.
TABLE II
PCA+SVM BASELINE CLASSIFIER
Label
cargo
harbor
platform
tanker
windmill
Avg. total

Precision

Recall

f1-score

0.61
0.93
0.98
0.76
0.84
0.82

0.73
0.95
0.98
0.58
0.85
0.82

0.67
0.94
0.98
0.66
0.84
0.82

TerraSAR-X StripMap images have a ground resolution of approximately 3 m, and were acquired with different incidence
angles (ranging from 20◦ to 45◦ ) and different polarizations
(sample distribution: 73% for HH mode, 27% for VV mode).
A total of 683 target samples were extracted from the satellite
images, which contained a large variety of targets (sample distribution: 68% of ships, 32% of other structures) in different
target orientations, moving speeds, and sizes. The diversity of
target samples is necessary to allow the classification system
to capture the underlying target model and better generalize to
new samples in an operational scenario. The effects of strong sea
clutter, bright ship’s wake, and moving target distortions (e.g.,
smearing effect) are present in the data set, making the classification a hard task. Although not performed here, target focusing
and state-of-the-art techniques such as target super-resolution
[34], [35] could potentially improve the classification system
performances, and this work is left for future research.
Each extracted target is stored in a processing list Plist . The
classification model is trained with elements from Plist from
which ground truth data are available (extracted with colocated
AIS or identified manually using nautical charts). Detections
containing targets that do not belong to the set of interest (cargo,
tanker, windmill, platform, harbor) are removed from Plist . Fig. 6
illustrates the different target classes extracted from SAR images.
Classification of static targets, such as windmills structures
and oil platforms, can be improved using multitemporal context
analysis (using multiple images acquired at different times over
one same region). Similarly, geometrical association rules such
as target and land proximity can add valuable information for the
classification system. Although very useful for real applications
systems, the use of spatial-temporal context and other a priori
information is not considered in this paper, and the normalized
target’s signal extracted from one SAR image is used as the
unique source of information.

The set of targets Plist is artificially enlarged to balance the
number of samples per class and to reduce model overfitting.
This process is performed by stratified sampling the targets
IROI ∈ Plist (with replacement), and by applying a set of labelpreserving transformations (with uniform probability), as follows:
1) horizontal and vertical reflections;
2) image rotation, with rotation angle sampled from − 10◦
to 10◦ ;
3) image translation, with translation value sampled from −
5 to 5 pixels;
4) noise addition by randomly setting input pixels to zero.
This set of operations augments the classification data set
to a final size of 1500 samples (300 samples per class). The
classification data set is divided into two sets: the training data
set Dtrain (with 1200 samples) and the test data set Dtest (with
300 samples).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The networks are implemented in Python code using Numpy,
OpenCV, Scikit-Learn, and Theano libraries as building blocks
[36]–[41]. For all network architectures investigated here, the
input vector is designed to match the size of the training samples, and therefore has a dimension of I = 128 · 128 = 16 384
elements.
The desired output consists of classes ctarget ∈ {cargo,
harbor, platform, tanker, windmill}, encoded in a one-hot binary code of 5 bits. The output layer is implemented using the
softmax operation, mapping the output vector of the last hidden
layer to the five-elements class vector [42].
A. Baseline Classifier
For evaluation purposes, a baseline classifier was built using PCA followed by an SVM model. As shown in [43], the
PCA+SVM model is an efficient target classifier in operational
scenarios. The PCA+SVM hyperparameters are selected using
grid-search and fivefold cross validation (best model from cross
validation uses a Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel
with coefficient γ = 0.001, and penalty parameter C = 100).
The classification accuracy of the baseline classifier is evaluated in terms of the single metrics precision (the ratio of
true positives and predicted positives) and recall (the ratio of
true positives and all positives samples). However, it is a common practice to combine these metrics into one, using the harmonic mean between precision and recall. This metric is called
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TABLE III
CNN RESULTS

TABLE IV
CNN-MR RESULTS

f1-score, and provides a convenient basis for comparison between classifiers. The f1-score is then given as
f1-score = 2 ∗

Precision ∗ Recall
.
Precision + Recall

(3)

The results of the first experiment are summarized in Table II,
where precision, recall, and f1-score achieved by the PCA+SVM
baseline classifier on our test data set are listed for the considered
five classes of maritime targets.
These results show that the PCA+SVM classifier has a low
f1-score for the classes cargo and tanker (with scores of 0.67 and
0.66, respectively) but perform well with the other classes. This
is expected, as harbor and platforms are considered easy classes
(due to their distinct shape and size characteristics), while cargo
and tanker are challenge classes (they have similar shape and
sizes across different samples in the data set).
B. Convolutional Networks
The second experiment consist in training from scratch the
four CNNs models presented early in Table I. All four CNNs
models were trained with stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
optimizer [44], with learning rate of 0.001. The batch size is
set to 32, and the number of epochs is adjusted using the early
stopping method (that is, the training procedure stops when the
network error on a validation set stops decreasing) to reduce
overfitting. Precision, recall, and f1-score achieved by CNN-A,
CNN-B, CNN-C, and CNN-D on our test data set are listed in
Table III (a)–(d), respectively.

Label
cargo
harbor
platform
tanker
windmill
Avg. total

Precision

Recall

f1-score

0.88
1.00
0.98
0.85
1.00
0.94

0.83
1.00
1.00
0.88
1.00
0.94

0.85
1.00
0.99
0.87
1.00
0.94

CNN-B performs similarly to the baseline classifier. It is able
to differentiate the easy classes (harbor, platform, windmill)
and fails to correct distinguish between cargo and tanker classes
(f1-score of 0.59 and 0.67, respectively). The large number of
feature maps in the convolutional layer (see Table I) makes
the model too complex, and a larger data set would probably
help CNN-B performance. The networks CNN-A, CNN-C, and
CNN-D present a better balance between the number of internal
parameters and the available classification data. The convolutional layers performed best with rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation functions. For the dense layers, no difference in performance was observed between ReLU and Sigmoid activation
functions.
The CNN-MR model (refer to Fig. 5) was trained using multiresolution versions of the input samples from IROI ∈ Dtrain generated on-the-fly during the train/test procedure. The CNN-MR
results are shown in in Table IV.
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Confusion matrix: 0 = cargo; 1 = harbor; 2 = platform; 3 = tanker; 4 = windmill.

V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. Example of misclassified targets from the CNN-MR. (a) Cargo ship
is classified as a tanker (higher output probability depicted on the right side
image). (b) Tanker is classified as a cargo ship.

The CNN-MR obtains a total f1-score of 0.94, with good
performance in the task of classifying cargo ships and tankers
(f1-score of 0.85 and 0.87, respectively). These results suggest
that the CNN network is able to build a better representation of
the input image when presented with a variety of target details
in the input channel. When the three channels are combined, the
CNN-MR is able to learn from each channel the most relevant
feature to discriminate between cargo and tanker classes. To get
a better intuition of what features the CNN model is learning,
more experiments are necessary, and this will carried out in a
future work.
Fig. 7 presents the confusion matrices of all experimented
models where, as observed in the f1-scores, the classes cargo
and tanker are the ones with highest number of misclassification
(off diagonal) entries. Fig. 8 illustrates misclassified examples
of cargo ships and tankers, where the output probability from
the softmax layer is shown.

This paper presented a complete workflow for SAR maritime targets detection and classification on TerraSAR-X
high-resolution images. A simple CFAR target detector is used,
and a preprocessing step is applied to reduce spurious signals.
The PCA-SVM model has an average f1-score of 0.82, and this
value is used as reference to compare the CNNs models. With
exception of CNN-B, all other CNN models outperformed our
baseline classifier, showing a better f1-score in the discrimination of cargo and tanker classes, and a higher total average f1score. The results clearly show that the combination of different
resolutions in the CNN input layer improves the classification
results. The proposed CNN-MR model scored the best classification performance in our data set, with a total average f1-score
of 0.94. This implies that CNN can extract better features when
presented with SAR images with different number of looks for
the same target. Nevertheless, in this paper, the CNN is treated
as a black box model, and additional experiments are necessary to understand how the change in image resolution affects
the CNN internal activations. The use of additional procedures
(e.g., target focusing, target super-resolution) in the preprocessing step can potentially improve the classification results, and
will be the focus of future work.
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